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Course Changing Altered
Old System Deemed fT oo Complicated'
Students planning to drop or
add courses this semester must
adhere to the new revised program
change ( dtop/add) procedures
.adopted by the Registrar's office.
"We felt the program was a bit
too complicated," Robert M.
Weaver, registrar, said, "The most
important thing we're trying to
determine e~U:ly in the semester, is
what space is available and Jn
what classes."
The revisions are also a new
attempt to enforce existing
academic regulations.
Grade of 'W'
To drop a course a student
must go to his or her college
office and complete a program
change request form for the drop.
Aete:r the 12th week of the
semester (April 24) the student
will have to take the drop slip out
of the college to be assigned a
withdrawal grade by the
instructor,
~A--Student-may_wj.tbdraw from
a course during the first 12 weeks

of the semester with a grade of
"W". After the 12th week, he will
receive a grade from the instructor
of HW" if he is passing of "F" (NO
for graduate students) if he is
failing.
To add a course, a student must
check with a department
representative about space
availability and to approve or
disapprove the addition. Once
signed by the representative the
completed add .slip i~ to be
returned promptly to the college
office.
Once 'iniated a student has no
more than two working days for
completion of an add. After this
deadline the add slip will not be
accepted.
No Adds
The present J;egulation
permitting no additions after two
weeks will be strictly enforced,
Weaver said. This deadline, 5 p.m.
Friday, Feb, 11, takes into
account the fact that drops and
adds cannot be initiated in college
offices until the third or fourth

class day after the receipt of the
student registration cards, he·
stated,
Program change request forlWa~ .•
to add courses must be kerJil~ ···
sep~ate f:rom request form~ to
,
drop courses. The $5 progra-m ' ·
change request fee must be· paid
!""
to the cashier in advance for any
l·~IJ;·.,: ...
change after the completi.o n of
. .ucm,.,~. l'tL-ri'l:.
the fourth week, beginning 14
U~;r,
Monday 1 Feb. 21. A change will
.~
~
1 y •
not be initiated by the col_lnf. f.·
· · f•
office without the stu~/Y/'b
.
producing a cashier's :receipt for
1
the fee.
l
' ' r.,/!Jl~AI)u
1JI'f tf
"Mostly we've tried to
!
1
centralize responsibility in the
departments to try and keep the
I . .
program changes sane, 11 said
·----.,··"·····
Weaver.
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Asks POW Releases

Nixon Discloses Peace Plan

Upset

WASHINGTON (UPI)- President Nixon
made public Tuesday night plans for a total
withdrawal of U.S. troops from South
Vietnam · within six months, a complete
prisoner exchange and the resignation of the
present Saigon regime in advance of a new
election.
He said he was disclosing his offer in
hopP.s it would break a "secret deadlock"
with the communists.
Ignored
In a dramatic, 24-minute speech to the
nation by radio and television from his
White House office, the President said he

Americans in ignorance were accusing the
administration of failing to negotiate
intensively.
Thieu Approves
The offer for South Vietnamese President
Nguyen Van Thieu to resign one month
before a new ''free and democratic
election,' 1 made with Thieu's approval, was
seen as a new gesture toward meeting long standing communist demands that the
United States halt all support of the Thieu
government.
In Saigon, even as Nixon addressed the
nation, Thieu announced that he and Vice

bad instructed the U.S. delegation to renew
the same offer at the Paris peace talks

President Txan Van Huong would resign, in
accordance with the new peace initiative, in

Thursday which the communists previously
had ignored in private.
He disclosed that in the 30 months
starting Aug. 4, 1969, his foreign affairs
policy adviser Henry Kissinger had flown
Photo by Chuck Feil
secretly to Paris 12 times to try to negotiate
Lobo wrestlers upset NAIA
defending champions Adams State· a settlement with top North Vietnamese
Tuesday night. See story page 7. leaders.
''Until recently this course showed signs
of yielding some progress," Nixon said.
"Now, however, it is my judgment that the
purposes of peace will best be served by
bringing out publicly the proposals we have
been making in private."
Hanoi Responsible
will.
In disclosures obviously designed to put
The three GA 's, Linda
the negotiating burden on the communists
Huttdertma.rk, Lucia Montague
· and Larry Weiss, .on th~ advice of and to take the sting out of Democratic
criticism 1 Nixon said the record "will show
their legal counsel, are going to
appeal to UNM President Ferrel
unmistakeably that Hanoi- not Washit1gton
Heady. They conte11d Travelstead
or Saigon - has made the war go on."
based his decision on insufficient
If the communists refuse publicly to
information :r:elating to their side
negotiate
on the basis of the same ''far of the issue.
reaching and generous" U.S. offer, Nixon
Tra'V'elstead said his decision
was based on "an unsolicited
said, the United States will continue to
folder received from Dean
withdraw its troops as South Vietnamese
Nathaniel Wollman of the College
of Arts and Sciences." He said the forces develop the ability to defend
folder contained information themselves.
representing both sides of the
Nixon said he decided to abandon his
conflict.
strict silence over the long war negotiations
"I had access to both sides."
because the communists had tried publicly
Joseph Goldberg, the GA's legal
to
divide the American public and "avoid
counsel, had no comment on the
situation.
the conference table, n while some

advance of national elections in which the
Viet Cong would be allowed to participate.
Simultaneous Release
As for troop withdrawals, the U.S. plan
would provide for a complete U.S. and
Allied military pullout within six months of
an agreement, accompanied by an
Indochina- w4ie cease- fire. All prisoners of
war throughout Indochina would be released
simultaneously during the six-month period,
beginning and ending at the same time.
An internationally supervised election
would be held at the end of the six-month
period after the agreement.
Besides putting diplomatic pressure on the
communists in Paris1 informed observers
said, Nixon's disclosures could be timed in
an attempt to muster world opinion against
an expected n1ajor communist military
offensive in South Vietnam in the new few
weeks.
Campaign Issue
The President briefed Democratic and
Republican congressional leaders at the
White House 90 minutes before he went on
the broadcast networks at 6:30 p.m. MST.
In advance of his announcement, Senate
Republican Leader Hugh Scott predicted it
would demolish any Democratic attempts to
make Vietnam a campaign issue in the
November elections.
But NiXon said he hoped his disclosures
would break an impasse in Paris. '

GA's to Appeal Dismissal
Chester Travelstead, vice
president for academic affairs,
said yesterday he will not
reconsider his decision upholding
the firing of three GA's in the
sociology department.
On Jan. 20 Travelstead reversed
Graduate Dean George Springer's
decision to reinstate the GA's.
Springer had based his
reinstatement on the fact that the
three had been dismissed under
improper procedures.
The appeal to Springer
culminated several months of
conflict between Richard
Tomasson, chairman of the
sociology department, and the
GA's. The most recent firing
resulted from the GA's releasing
final grades in a class taught by
Tpmasson 1 supposedly against his

Outlook 'Optimistic'

House Considers School Library Funding

William O'Donnell

A general obligation bond, now
pending before the state House
Appropriations and Finance
CommittM, would give university
libraries in the state a total of $10
million over the next five years.
House Bill 59 was introduced by
Rep. Williatn O'Donnell (D-Dona
Ana) late Monday afternoon.
If the bill passes both the
House and Senate, it will be sett't
to the people at the general
election in November.
Funds from the bill would be
used for increasing permanent
hoI dings including books,
periodicals~· binding and

microfilm.
Funds would be distributed on
the basis of application to the
Board of Educational Finance and
relative need wHl be determined
by the board. The bill was
recommended by the Legislative
University Studies Committee.
0 1Donncll said he is depending
on student lobbyists in helping in
presentati'on of the bill to the
SenateandtheHouse.
"I am optitnistic about the bill
passing: both the House and
Senate plus the people. The
people of New Mexico always
have an excellent attitude toward

bettering education in the state,ff
O'Donnell·said.
The bill would give $2 million
per year, beginning in 1973, to
the libraries.
"lt's hard to say what UNM
would get. We usually get about
40 to 50 per cent1 " said Judy
Kaufman, head of the Graduate
Student lobbyists.
David Kelley, director of the
general library 1 agreed with
Kaufman. "Half of' the money
would eome to about $1 million a
year over the next five years," he
said. KeH~Y said he is "very
strottgly"infavorofthebill.
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Scientology
Could Save
Doomed Ruins
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Conserve .paper-give this paper to a friend

editorial

Board Neieds Opinion
"The issue must come before the students
and the Board cannot and should not act
alone."
Union Board Chairmar. ft.ay Schowers
described with these words the attitude of
the Board toward the treacherous question
of limiting access to the Union.
A student • dominated committee, the
Board has shown itself responsive to student
opinion and to personnel and activities
problems in the Union.
.Despite the seriousness of present
problems, the Board, rightly or wrongly, has
hesitated to impose harsh controls on access
to the Union. They've hesitated because

at

they were unsure how the students would
react to restrictions on their freedom of
By ROBERT WOLF
movement in and out of the building.
Alternative
Features Service
However the Board has realized it cannot
91
countries
of
the
Third
World,
Hwhere all wars have b~en
in good conscience afford to hesitate longer
fought
in
the
past
25
years,"
had
more
than 90 per cent of
in making a final decision. An attempt to
their
major
arms
supplied
to
them
by
just
four countries:
assess the University's community's opinion
on the controversial topic is being made United States, U.S.S.R., U.K. and France. In about the same
time span, according to the Stockholm International Peace
through an open hearing this afternoon.
The hearing is scheduled for the Union Research Institute, export of heavy stuff- planes, ships,
Ballroom from noon to 5 p.m. The Board tanks, missiles- increased 700 per cent. The United States
needs as much information and student alone conducted half of the world's total trade in weapons.
opinion as possible to fulfill its commitment
* * *
*
The United States has claimed that a nuclear test-ban
to making their final decision consonant
treaty is not feasible until seismographic monitoring is more
with student wishes.
sensitive, but during the past eight years, funds for that ldnd
of development were reduced by a third (from $41 million to
$13 million this year), Yet $200 million was found to
conduct two underground Alaskan tests.

*

* * * * *

Nixon's way of winding down: Each month during LBJ's
term, an average of 95,000 civillnns were killed, wounded or
left homeless in Southeast Asia. Nixon has stepped up the air
war, and three million tons of bombs have been dropped
during his reign. That is about the combined total of tonnage
dropped during both Worlcl Wll.r II and Korea. The av~rugc
number of civilians killed, wounded or left homeless each
month has risen to 138,000.

* * * * *

Fulbright, in the Senate, on Nixon the Peacemaker: ''In
the last year, the executive branch adopted a new client state
in Cambodia, reversed a longstanding ban on arms to
Indochina, doubled our aid to Korea, and waived the
Congressional ceiling on arms to Latin America and Africa."

* * * * *
"It is our obligation to obey the law whether we like it or
iii
TV cartoons contribute to national violence, says study group ...

* * * * *

letters, , ,
Minor Expenses

The library is afways using the
excuse they don't have enough
money to buy books. But look
how they waste the money they
have.
Around Christmas 1 checked
out a two volume title. 'l'hree
weeks later I received a call in
notice: in two separate envelopes,
waste of 8 cents extra postage.
I returned the books on the call
in date but two days later received
a second call in notice, again two
separate envelopes but this time
certified mail, 53 cents per
envelope.
Since it was Vol, I and II of the
same title it is pretty obvious the
same person handled the call in. If
they had used one envelope
they'd have saved 61 cents in
postage. If they'd checked the
returned books before mailing the
second notice they'd have saved
$1.14 in postage alone.
If they'd abolish the indefinite
loan period they'd ha.:e saved 61
cents in postage.
I£ they'd abolish the indefinite
loan period they'd have saved
about $J..50 in this one instance.
Howmanytimesisthisrepeated?
The indefinite loan call in
procedures are a terrific waste of
money and a misguided service in
the first place.
How many of us know the
author and title of every book
that might help us write a paper.
Most people I talk to like to
browse through the shelves
looking for leads.
But with the indefinite loart

period most of the good sources
are off the shelves more than they
are available for browsing. It may
only take three minutes to take a
note out o£ a book, but for that
we must fill out call in notices and
wait for another notice to come
and look at our book.
I've often thought of calling in
a whole bunch of books and then
when they come in, startd at the
circulation desk, browse through
them and then walk away saying
they weren't what I thought they
would b.;-,
But I thought of all the postage
for notices to the borrowers and
then to me, all in separate
envelopes . , . and I realized
they'd probably miss the point.
Dave Morgan

"Quiz"
Kids this is your first exam for
the semester. Below are six ( 6)
statements, read them carefully
and decide which two (2) are
False (write in F), and which four
(4) are True (write in T}.
This exam will count (0) points
in your final grade but
understanding this issue might
make a big difference in your
thinking life.
( ) If the administration has
the power to restrict acce~s to the
Union without student support,
but does not, it is because it
wants to involve students in the
democratic process and encourage
their participation. ·
( ) If the administration has

!11lmllmftiii!UIIInlU!illlmlflii1UIIllllllliiiiiiii!IUIIIIIIRIIIIUIIII!IIIHIIIIImllllftliiiii!IIDJfinllnii!UIWiillililffiii!ITniD~!UHIJll!l!iliJ:I!ilillll:lllllll!illlillll:lllllllll!:llilllllillllillli:llillll

Letters to the Editor .. ,
Letters to the editor should be no longer than 250 words,
typewritten and double spaced.
sender's name, address ant;I tel.ephor\e numbe~ must be
included with the letter or 1t w1ll not be cons1dered for
publication. Names will not be ~ithheld upon request. If a
letter is from a group, please mclude a name, te~ephone
number and address of a group member. Th(' letter wlll carry
that name, plus the name of that group.
Page 2

not," Nixon observed, announcing Supreme Court
appointees. Attached to the latest military appropriations bill
he signed into law was the Mansfield Amendment, which
requires him to set a date for withdrawal from Vietnam. But
Nixon has said he will ignore this particular part of the law.

the power to restrict access to the
Union without student support,
but does not, it is because it is
afraid to face up to its
responsibility, the consequential
barrage of public opinion, and
probable confrontation with
student groups.
( ) If the administration
threatended to close the Union it
did so only as a maneuver to
eonvince and pressure the status
quo Kids to take hasty action
while the student body was away
for ChristmaG vucution.
( ) The "new" director lacks
confidence (is actually spineless)
and seeks student sanction in case
things go wrong he can hide
behind the kids and point to
studertt democratic process.
( ) The status quo clement
should be allowed to impose its
feelings on the rest of the
University by setting up check •
points, fencing off the campus,
and declaring martial law.
{ ) There is already sufficient
legislatiort to control the drug
problem and it is the
responsibility of law enforcement
officials to stop the traffic. A
letter to the state Narcotics
Bureau calling on them to take
action is all that is necessary.
Bon us point: The most
undesirable a~pect in the Union is:
(1) Hasty meetings called
during vacation to manipulate and
avoid a consensus of student
opinion in order to push through
controversial rules.
{2) Hippies,
(3) Run·away prices fot food
which will utlimately take the
credit for closing the Union,
( 4) Status quo snobs, dogs, and
incompetent directors,
{5) All of the above.
You ha'\'c successfully
completed. this exam, go to the
head of the line and cast your
vote against studertt censorship,
regimentation, and packing house
tactics.
Cipriano Griego

.

The London-based International Institute for Strategic
Studies puts the lie to the Pentagon's claim that the United
States is about to become a second-rate power. The United
States still spends more money on its military than the
U.S.S.R.; now $78 billion'to $55 billion, or, per capita, $373
to $222.
But the United States has more warhead-delivery power:
during 1961-67, Soviet ICMBs multiplied from 50 to 460,
compared to a U.S. increase of 63 to 1054. In addition,
about half of the U.S. ICBMs carry three warheads each, and
i.n a few years the striking force will have doubled.
The U.S.-NATO' alliance controls 7000 nuclear warheads in
Europe, compared to 3500 on the other side. The U.S.
bomber force is about three times larger than the Soviet's,
and nuclear warheads on each bomber will soon be increased.
The Unit~d States has 656 underwater launchers (i.e., on
subs) to the Soviet1s 350; most of ours have multiple
warheads. Within a few years, our underwater missiles alone
will be able to attack 5000 separate targets.

* * *

Angela Davis is suing from her jail cell to stop further sales
of a record titled, "Soul and Soledad - Angela Davis, u which
she says expropriates her name, picture, and voice without
authorization.

*
Press

*
Syndicate

*

The Underground
services some 600
papers and 100 broadcasters, but its Washington
correspondent, Tom Forcade, was denied a White House
press pass. The Secret Service won't elaborate, except to say
it's for "security" reasons. Forcade says that though he has
been arrested twice - flag desecration in San Diego and LSD
possession in Arizona- both charges were dismissed. The
White House, says Forcade, wants to irtsure no embarrassing
questions will be asked at Nixon's press conferences.

*

*

-*

After the State Department warned Chile that it had better
indemnify U.S. copper companies for mines it nationalizes,
President Allende's legal advisor replied, "When Lincoln freed
the slaves in the U.S., no compensation was paid to the
planters."

* * *

A dean of Hofstra University business school has a plan for
financing world peace that66 of the 131 UN nations might
support: make a nation's UN membership fee dependent on
the country's military expenditures. It ought to be possible,
the dean says, to prompt more than 66 votes, since 13
nations collectively spend the bulk- $171 billion a year- of
military appropriations.
NEW MEXICO LOBO

The application of space age
technology . to the job of
preserving ruins from the past is
being proposed by UNM. and a
trio of federal agencies.
The first step in developing a
scientific approach to the
preservation and stabiUz:ation of
archeological ruins in the Rocky
Mountain Southwest was taken
a Dec. 7 meeting at the
University, involving
representatives from the National
Park Service, U.S, Forest Service,
Bureau of Land Management, and ·
UNM.
The group first defined the
problems and then as~essed
UNM's capabilities for helping
develop modern, systematic
processes for scheduling and
budgeting for the restoration job
in the four-state region, and for
developing appropriate
specifications and standards for
the work.
The meeting was arranged by
UNM's Technology Application
Center (TAC) and stemmed from
a survey, prepared for the Park
Service by TAC, detailing
information available worldwide
on the processes of erosion and
the "state of the art" of
restoration and );)reservation of
ruins.
T AC is a branch of JSRAD.
At the recent UNM meeting,
Charles B. Voll, a Park Service
archeologist, told the group that
his agency has identified 100 sites
in New Mexieo, Colorado,
Arizona, and Utah which need
study for the purposes of
evaluation, restoration, and
preservation, I£ the lands under
jurisdiction of the BLM and
Forest Service in the same states
were taken into consideration,
there would be approximately
1000 sites, he said,
A site may be a single building
or it may be a large community
such as Chaco Canyon, N.M.
Under the ptoposal, the UNM
contribuUon would be a multi·
disciplinary effort involving such
aspecta of the ruins sites as
geology, soil structure, soil
content, architecture, soil
mechanics, and climatic factors, as
well as archeological evaluation.
TAC would also be involved as a
service agency providing
up-to·date information on new
techniques, materials, etc.
A committee of six persons,
from UNM, the Park Service, and
the Southwest Archeological
Center, Globe, Ariz., was formed
to develop details of a proposal,
including cost estimates, to be
submitted to the appropriate
federal officials. The committee
has scheduled its first meeting for
this month.
One of the recommendations it
is expected to make is that the
Pecos National Monument be
selected as a model for the first of
the interdisciplinary studies.
President Nixon has directed
that all national ruins and
monuments be identified and
action taken to restore them for
enjoyment by mankind in the
future, He has set a 197 3 deadline
for the project.

II

Genetics
Henry G. Kunkel, world
famous immunologist, will speak
in the third floor auditorium of
the medical school's Basic Science
Building ,ott'· human genetics,
beginning at 8 a.m. Thursday.

U_Adds Youth

BUS Enrollment FiguresDouble

Art Programs

Photography for secondary
school students will be offered
this ~pring in the UNM Art for
Youth
program.
graduates with more traditional
1971 report notes,
Classes will be held Thursdays
degrees,
In
fact,
aome
BUS
Huber's research al&o shows
from 7 to 9 p.m. starting Fe~. 3.
that the average BUS transfer graduates, who have prepared
The instructor, Noble
themselves
uniquely
for
jobs
bY,
~:~tudent comes from Arts and
Sciences still; carries an entry creatiug comprehensive courses of. Kirkpatt'ick, recommends that
grade - point average of 2.41 (on work, get even better jobs than each student have his own camera,
the 4,0 scale) and graduates from they might have obtained by but a darkroom will be provided.
Other Art for Youth classes this
:SUS with a 2.52; and tends to sticking with a ttaditional
spring will be in weaving ~nd
continue t'aking the same curriculum,"
Under the BUS, any student ceramics. Saturday mornmg
11cademic concentration he - was
who has a 2,0 grade· point· children's classes also will be
average, has completed 128 hours offered,
Additional information is
of coursework, and has finished
40 hours of upper · division work available by calling 277·4112 or
.in that 128 hours, may get a 277·5300 or by writing to the
degree - no required courses, no department of art education at
minimum or maximum hours in
any one discipline, no strict UNM. - - - - - - Physical Education 144, TT
progression of classes inside a
field, Students take the same 11-12:30 will be a beginning judQ
classes and teachers as students in class taught by Andrew Yiannakis
a traditional curriculum, but BUS (27 7·4808 ).
candidates do not have to fulfill
departmental requirements for a
EXPERT TAX
major or minor.
PREPARATION
Huber foresees continued
growth for the program, especially
$5. SD-$ 10. Itemized Deductic>n
as students take more and more
$2.50 for ndditional schedule•
responsibility upon themselves for
"Satisfied Students today are
their own educations. Recent
customers in years to come
studies reveal that more and more
. .. We plan to satisfy. STU·
students are going directly into
the BUS, not transferring from
DENT DISCOUNT 20%."
Arts and Sciences, Engineering,
SINGER TAX SERVICE
Business, or Education. This
expert bookkeeping & tax serv.
Bill Huber
means, explains Huber, that more
299-2325 1336 Wyoming N.E.
taking before he transferred to the and more students are taking BUS
(above Montessori school)
BUS. So far 397 students have for the right reasons, not to avoid
graduated from UNM with BUS langu~g~e or other requ!~e_ment_s.
degrees.
Placement
Breakfasts-Homemade
"A lot of people said that
Red & Green Chile-Posole
holders of the BUS degree would
Vegetarian Mex. Plate
not be able to get a job," Huber
BRINGADFOR
noted, "Preliminary research
Open Mon.-Sat. 8:30-7:00 P.M.
STUDENT
shows this is simply false. Our
210 San Pedro S.E.
DISCOUNT PLATES
BUS graduates get job offers and
jobs and ~o- at_least as well as

·'Freedom in Curriculum' Cited as Cause
Enrollment in UNM's
innovative :Bachelor's of
Univel:'sity Studies (BUS) degree
has doubled in the past year.
William Huber, dean of UNM's
University College, said more th~
1100 students are currently
worldng for the degree, with an
average of five new students
enrolling each day for the degree,
At this time last year
approximately 600 students were
designated as BUS degree
-candidates,
Reasons Changi!
First started in 1969 as an
unstructured degree, BUS permits
studi!nts to construct individual
programs of studies. At first,
Hu her points out, students
transferred primarily from the
UNM Arts 11nd Sciences College to
avoid language requirements.
Recent studies bave shown,
however, that the majority of
students transfer to the BUS not
to avoid the language
requirement, but to take
a(:ivantage of the freedom in
curriculum the BUS degree offers.
"Despite the fears voiced by
many persons when the BUS was
approved," Huber explained, "the
degree has not become a- shopping
place for the incompetent. The
fact is that many students in BUS
are also honors and
Undergraduate Semi:aar Program
students. We have determined
from intensive interviews with
stlldents that, in. fact, the main
reason BUS is so popular is that it
offers stlldents a chance to create
for themselves a unique program
sui ted to their individual needs
and wants. It is not because BUS
makes courses easier or makes the
college degree cheaper."
•
Above Average
The most recent investigation
of the type of student who
chooses BUS shows that the BUS
candidate is considerably above

average on entrance test scores.
He tends to hold a slightly higher
grade point average and
concentrates heavily in the social
sciences and humanities.
Prime reasons for change into
BUS from a traditional college are
autonomy in curricula choice,
pressure to graduate as soon as
possible, and avoid irrelevant
requirements for a degree, Huber's

The
STORE
For
DIAMONDS
OPEN
TONITE 'TILL 7:30

Special Student Terms
2312 Central SE

For information and reservations contact:
"SCHOLARSHIP CLUB

OF AMERICA

11

50 young lady students from UNM to be selected for service
scholarships
IDM Corporation of Albuquerque will furnish service scholarships
and part time work to club members.

Richard Salazar
Richardson Ford Sales Inc.
860 I Lomas Boulevard
Albuquerque, N. M. 87112
(505) 298-7411

Interested in students who can continue in the dub for several
years.

Interviews by appointmentCall Forrest Peterson
2.68-3908
I.

....
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For students and faculty 21 andover.
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Status Under Negotiation

Panama Canal U.S. Strategic Point
By EMMANUEL. GABEY
Alternative Features Service
PANAMA CANAL ZONE,
Panama -Since last June, J?anama
and the United States have been
negotiating the future status of
the Panama Canal Zone, A
number of issues are at stake, but
the one which the UnHed States
may wish to bypass - the
continued operation of U.S. bases
in Panama- is the most
interesting.
• ''The Americans want to keep
control of the canal itself," a
Panamanian journalist said, "but
more important for them is to
maintain the Southern Command
(base), with responsibility for all
of Latin America,"
In principle, the primary job of
the U.S. Southern Command is to
protect the canal against attack,
The sort of attack the U.S. bases
in Pallama seem to be preparing
for, however, is not against the
Canal itself, as that is open for
international use, but guerrilla
warfare in Latin America.
Zone Bases
The major reason for the bases
located in the Canal Zone is to
train U.S. and Latin American
troops to fight against "the
communists." There are at least
five
bases there - only

two for Canal defense.
Fort Amador is a Marine base,
Fort Gulick is the home of the
School of the Americas, and Fort
Sherman specializes h1 training
GI's about to leave for Vietnam
because the terrain around the
fort resembles areas of So~thenst
Asia.
With the progressive withdrawal
of American troops f:r:·om
Vietnam, Fort Sherm::m's jungle is
less and less u~>ed.
The Inter-American Air Force
Academy (IAAF A) in AI brook is
a kind of showcase for visiting
foreigners. Here, depending on
their interests, visiting military
officials can choose courses in
instrument repair, electronics,
large airc:raft engine meohanics,
and so on.
Only Possibility
For young military men in
Latin America, the trip to Panama
is ofttln their only possibility for
advancement. And since the
majority of Latin Ame:dcan
countries do not have high level
milita:ry academies, ' 1 study
abroad'' in Panama for their most
promising officers (for pedods
between 15 days and 10 weeks) is
a very att~:active and inexpensive
solution.
From the minute the trainees

ardve at the bast' they are
provided with work uniforms,
housing, food, and even pocket
money: the U.S,- run schools
take care of everything but the
tt•ansportation costs.
One pf the official tasks of the
Southern Command is to carry
out humanitarian missions during
natural disasters .. Foreign visitors
are shown color slides of
American relief efforts. However,
the principal role of the Southern
Command for at least the past 10
years has been the training of the
Latin Americans to fight Latin
Americans. The Americans don't
try to hide this, A pamphlet
tracing the history of the
South!"ltn Command states thl!t its
programs have borne fruit "in
such countries as BoUvia,
Colombia, Guatemala, Peru and
Venezuela."
"The participation of Latin
Amexican forces in the blockade
of Cuba, and the dispatching of
peace forces to the Dominican
Republic (1965}, are examples of
Latin American support for the
peace. keeping missions or the
Organization of American States."
The School of the Americas,
located on the Atlantic coast, was
started in 1949. Internally, the
school operates similarly to the
IAAF. But here there are 38

classes offE>red in four difft>rent
depaJ:tments, The trainee can
choosl\ 11 JrHHl!f th" following
departments: combat operations,
techniques .of command, support
operations, and technical
operations. The student can take
dourses in jungle operations,
modern methods of interrogation,
and anti-guerrilla warfare in rurAl
areas.
Interestingly, the popularity of
different courses seems to
fluctuate according to the
particular domestic problems in
various countries at the time.
Between last May 11 and June 11,
for example, UruguAy's
representatives accounted for
nearly half the total enrollment in
a new course dealing with urban
guerrilla warfare.
:Because the School of the
Americas has been in continuous
operation for close to a quarter of
a century, one can find many high
ranking officers in each Latin
American country who have been
trained in Panama.
Should Panama's three • yearold "revolutionary government''
regain the full jurisdiction over
the Canal which they desire, the
U.S. may still hold liS a trump
card its continued operation of
anti-guerrilla training facilities.

Library St·udies Changing
11

famous international dishes
(Hungarian, Dutch, Indonesian,
French, German, and others ...)
lunch 11:3o-2:3o dinner 5:30·9:3o

Romero St. N.W.
of Old Town PJaza

·tl3

2

blocks N .W.
242•4986

Library .science minors will find
a change in their studies when
they return to UNM n~mt fall,
Print and non-print media will
be the new emphasis, because
today's librarians need to know
how to acquire and use all types
of educational materials, explains
David Kelley, director of
Zimmerman Library,
The University has hired
Eugene Koskey to develop a
media program of courses. Koskey
describes four steps involved in
the task.
The first step is to find out
what New Mexico schools need
their school libraries and librarians

to provide in the way of materials
and services.
From this information, a list
must be compiled of specific skills
which a graduate of the media
program should have.
After the list has been formed,
existing librAry science courses
will be examined to discover
where the skills are being taught.
Courses will be revised, and
new ones added, to teach the
skills,
With the new courses students
must demonstrate specified skills
before receiving credit.
For example, if the 1>tUd1mts are
taught to operate movie, overhead
and slide projectors, they will
prove that they know how by
doing it, not by taking a pencil
and paper test.

The UNM geography
department has begun work on a
\a ndform study of the Chaco
Canyon lll"Ca of northwest New
Mexico.
The work, under the direction
of Rodman E. Sn.ead, is being
funded by the National.Park
Se~vice (NJ?S) thwugh the New
Mexico Archaeological Center.
The first; three phases of this
study a~e expected to be
completed by October, 1972,
Under an agreement between
UNM and NPS, Snead and two
graduate students will survey the
range of published studies of
physical geography and geology
for Chaco Canyon and its
surrounding environment;
pe~form field work in the Chaco
Canyon region during Spring,
1972; and construct severl!l
landform maps of Chaco Canyon
from black and white and color
photography.
Working with Snead is James
DeAngelis, a graduate student in
geology. He will be joined by
another graduate student, Harvey
DuChene, for field work in the
spring,
The NPS has called the overall
understanding of the physical
landforms in and around Chaco
Canyon "beneficial to an
understand~ng of man's
intermittant occupation and
abandonment of Chaco Canyon."
The proposal further notes that
"water for Chaco Canyon comes
from a number of tributaries
draining several mountainous
areas. Arroyo cutting and filling is
not a local problem for just Chaco
Canyon alone. It is a problem for
much of the Southwest,,. From
the interpretative standpoint, it is
hoped that this study will aid in
bringing attention to the total
spectrum of the physical
environment surrounding the
Chaco Canyon region."
Snead and his students will
apply the new techniques of
remote sensing to the study, using
multi-spectral photography and
spacecraft photography when it
becomes available.

The landform study is one of
an ongoing series which includes
work by biologists, geologists, and
archaeologists under sponsorship
of NPS and tJNM.

Health Conference Slated
Fred

E.

Mondragon,

::.dmlni::tr::.tor of Bernalillo
County Medical Center, represents
New Mexico on an eight-member
planning committee preparing for
a conference on "Chicano Health"
Jan. 27-29 in San Antonio, Tex.
The conference \viii include
representatives from five
southwestern states: New Mexico,
Colorado, Arizona, Texas and
California. 15 delegates will be
selected from New Mexico to
attend,
The conferencP. is being
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organized under direction (rom
Art Raya, special assistant for the
health needs of Spanish •
surnamed ·Americans in the Dept.
of Health, Education and Welfare.
It is hoped that at the
conference Spanish· speaking
Americans, on both the provider
and consumer levels, will be able
to shate experiences and identify
successful model programs
operating in the five-state area.
Special concerns will be health
care programs for migrants, rural
poor and barrio residents.
Conference participants will
also be. able to provide first hand
information about local health
needs to HEW agencies who
operate programs in the area.
Other topics to be discussed
include health maintenance
organizations, family health
centers, the National Health
Service Corps, and comprehensive
health planning.
UNM's original campus was 20
acres, it is now 500, The number

'

Free Tutoring Counseling

Chaco Canyon
Land Studied

Spe\cial Service Aids Student Adjustment
The prolongment of "College
life expectancy" for studllnts with
unfavotable economic
backgrounds is the goal of an
ISRAD Sp~J,cial Services program.
Applications may be obtained in
room 2012, Mesa Vista Hall.

Apply for Spring
Scholarships

l
Walter Kaufmann

Philosopher - autho~: Walter
Kaufmann, of Princeton
University will make a series of
appearances Thursday and
Friday at 2, 3 and 8 p.m. in the
Kiva, lecturing on "Nietzsche:
His relevance Today," "The
Fear of Freedom" and the
need for alienation.''

New Mexico's Urban Politics
Called 'Remnants of Its Past'
Altl10ugb New MeJtico is
predominantly an urban state, as
measured by the percentage of
people living in urbanized areas of
2500 or more, the state's political
system hasn't been responsive to
urban demands,
This lack of respon.sivene~>S is
due to several factors including
Jack of an urban bloc in the state
legislature, the state's disparate
political cultures, and the effects
of New Mexico's history on its
political systems, according to
two UNM faculty members.
·F. Chris Garcia and Robert D.
Wrinkle, assistant professors of
political science, drew the
conclusions in their study of New
Mexico urbanization and its
effects on the state's politics.
The study is part of "Politics in
the Urban Southwest," the latest
publication of the Division of
Government Research, an agency
ofiSRAD.
Legislative reapportionment
gave New Mexico's urban areas an
increased number in the
statehouse, note Garcia and
Wrinkle, but failed to bring about
the cohesion needed to form an
urban bloc. The authors found
party and ethnicity more related
to legislative cohesion than
constituency.
They also found that while
Albuquerque's Spanish • surnamed
population is declining the
number of Hispanic civic officials
in the city has been increasing in
the past several years. They feel
this supports their assertion that
the politics of Albuquerque are
more sensitive to its Hispanic
elements than those of other
Southwestern cities of comparable
size and cultural makeup•
The study also noted the role
of the Hispanic. component in
New Mexico's urban histoey and
the effects of this history on the

state's political systems.
"The politics within New
Mexico's urban areas continues to
be charactedzed by vestigal
remnants of its past, Changes in
its political systems have come
about as slowly as its population
has increased over the past
decade," the UNM professoxs
write. "Politics in the old Hispanic
towns and cities have remained
largely unmoved by forces of
modern urbanization."
Change, however, is beginning
to occur. '" .•.hints of change are
in the dry winds sweeping the
state," note Garcia and Wrinkle.
The demands of tl1e state's
several ethnic groups are
becoming increasingly militant
while the conservative politics of
New Mexico's east side are on the
defensive.

DIAMONDS
SHOPPERS
OPEN
•riLL 7:30

TONITE

Scholarship applications for
spring semester offered to
qualifying students are now being
·accepted in worn 118 of the
Student Aids office, The
scbolarships are granted .by the
ASUNM Minority Scholarship
l'rogram.
Although any student may
apply, priority will be given to
state residents of a racial minority
group who would otherwise be
unable to continue their
education due to Jack of finances.
Requirements are to meet
admission requirements or have a
good standing in the University,
with at least the specified grade-point average for inter- collegiate
athletics.
The scholarships, of which
there are eight av;lilable, are for
$260, which covets tuition and
book expenses. Non·resident
students found acceptable will
receive the same amount.
Students who are paying
tuition and expenses by loan, and
those admitted to the university
for next semester are also eligible.
In order to re-apply for them, a
student must have satisfactorily
completed 30 hours for the year
in which they held the
scholarship, and must have
obtained a grade • point

The Speola\ Services program is
aimed at UNM st~:~dents who, due
to their social environment, have
difficulty adjusting to college Hfe,
said :Facundo Valdez, director of
the program. Valdez said services
focus mainly on first, second, and
third seme:>ter students, offering
free tutoring and counseling.
Thll counselors rep~esent a
cross- section of minority gwups
on campus incl1,.1ding Chicano,
Indian, Puerto Rican and black.
The tutoring program provides
services. in any subject with which
the student is having problems,
said Valdez.
The program employs about 70
tutors, both graduate and
undergraduate, who have
completed at least 12 semester
hours in their respective subject
areas. Staff rotation keeps 25
tutors on duty all year.
Tutoring groups range in size
from one to five persons They are
equal to that needed for
participation in inter - collegiate
athletics.
Applications are available in
room 118 of the Student Aids
office. The deadline for their
receipt is Feb. 11. Applicants will
be notified of their acceptability
two weeks later.

set up as much as possible for the
convenience of the stude~t..
.
Qualifications for part1mpat10n
in the program include regular full
or part-time enrollment at UNM,
ability to meet certain po~erty
income limitations and a desrre to
use the services.
Income limits range from
$1840 a year for a non-farm
family of one ·to $5182 a year for
a farm family of seven.
The Special ServiCes operation
is funded by the Office of
Education in the Department of
Health Education and Welfare. lt
offers' no direct financial aid.
Valdez said they can only work in
cooperation with the students to
request special co~sider~ti~n by
Student Aids, keepmg w1thm the
policies and procedures of the
Student Aids office.
Valdez said students with
emotional problems are referred
elsewhe~e. "We're not really ready
to put someonc's head together,"
he said.
The program opened Nov, 1,
1971 with 17 6 students
participating, estimated Valdez,
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HAIR DESIGNS
FOR MEN
Specializing in the

LONG FULL LOOK
Straightening
Men's Full Wigs

Mix or Match
5 for $1.00

I
VERY CLOSE TO CAMPUS
Sales and Service

2914 Central SE
across from the Triangle

r
GRADUATE STUDENT
ASSOCIATION

ELECTIONS
For President
& Vice-President
Filing Deadlines: 4:30 p.m. Jan. 31
Contact GSA office for further

information 277-3803
Special Student Terms
2312 Central SE
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NM Mal men Hand Adams Sl. First Loss

Engineering Coop Proves Worth
The new School of Engi11eering
Cooperative Program registered
jumps of more than 50 per cent in
industrial employers and student
involvement in the first tbree
months of the 1971·72 scbool
year
· C~op Director K.T. Feldman
reports an increase from nine. to
13 in the number of cooperatmg
industries in New Mexico and a
boost from 30 to 50 in the

number of :UNM engineer~ng
students workmg and studymg
under the plan.
.
Th~ cooperat1ve progr~m
pr ov !des UNM engmeermg
students a full-time job with an
industrial employer for six
months of a year, The other sUI;
months students st\ldy full·.time.1
The pia~, u~e~ by many colleges
and un1verslt1es throughout the
country, was instituted a little

Muskie Takes Slim Lead
In Iowa Party Caucuses.
By United Press InterrJational
Sen. Edmund S. Muskie led the
balloting in Iowa precinct party
caucns'ls Tuesday- but aides of
Sen. George S. McGovern said his
lead was so slim it might have
eliminatl'!d him as the Democratic
presidential front· runner.
Pennsylvania Gov. Milton J.
Shapp became the seventh
Democratic governor to endorse
Muskie as Iowa party leaders
tallied the results of the caucuses,
the first step in a new process of
selecting delegates to the
Democratic National Convention.
With 56 per cent of the vote
counted, Muskie had about 35 per
cent of the precinct delegates
selected. McGovetn, in a surprise
showing, had 22.6 per cent.
Uncommitted delegates polled
about 35 per cent of the total
vote and Sen. Hubert H.
Humphrey of Minnesota got
about 1.8 per cent.
Muskie had been expected to
sweep the Iowa caucuses,

particularly in view of his
endorsement by Iowa Sen. Harold
E. Hughes. Kirby Jones, one of
McGovern's campaign aides said:
"We think it is clearly a defeat
for Mu,skie, a repudiation of him
and an indication · he can't be
called the front~ runner .... Even
with Harold Hughes backing him,
64.5 per cent of the Democrats
.rejected him as their candidate."
But Jim Johnson, Muskie's
national Political coordinator, said
the Maine lawmaker "made the
strongest showing of any
candidate by far, and we feel he's
very strong among the
uncommitted group."
McGovern, meantime, denied as
"totally without foundation"
columnist Torn Brayden's report
that he was considering opposing
busing of school children.
He said he had fought "all of
my political life'' for school
integration and "I will not change
that pOsition regardless of the
political costs."

-l)i\UDER-SCHOOL OF RETAILING AND INTERIOR DESIGN

Heavyweight Seals' Pin Clinches Lobo Win

over a year ago at UNM.
.
U n de~ t h c cooper a hve
educaU~n system students usuall;v
tak~ f1;-re years to get theJr
engmeermg degrees, about the
national average for such degree
plans. They also gain up to two
years of ind11strial on•the·job
expe:ience. This gives them the
equ1.valent of. ~even years
experience and trammg and makes
them higb • sought • ~fter
employes by corporatiOns.
Feldman said that coop students
frequently receive higher starting
salaries and more job offers from
companies after graduation.
Advantages of the program to
the student are obvious: they
work closely with professional
engineers in the field, they receive
a good salary that enables them in
many cases to continue their
education and support a family,
.and they use in day · to • day
work the thoories and ideas they
receive in the classroom.
Employexs, too, find big plusses
in the system, Feldman said. With
demand for engineers expected to
increase by 40 per cent by 1980,
according to U,S, Department of
Labor statistics, employers get an
.early bead on good potl)nti~:~l
employes.

By WOLF AGUILAR
The UNM wrestling team,
rna tched head to bead with
previously undefeated and opce
tied Adam~ State, patiently
awaited the final match and then
won dramatically 21·18, as
heavyweight Milton Seals pinned
his opponent.
In the first match of the meet
Dale Kessel won a decision over
Glenn Woelk 5·0 as the ASC

-----

Fine Arts Library Hours
Fine Arts Library Saturday
hours are being changed to 9 a.m.
to 1 p.m. Full days are not
possible under the present library
operating budget.

Farmworkers

The local chapter of the United
Farm Workers Organizing
Committee will hold a meeting
Jan. 26 at 7:30 p.m. at the
Chicano Studies Center.

David Stratman

Remember a. dog in pain, is a
dog getting ready to bite anything
that moves.

Tenured members of the
sociology department have
recommended to Nathaniel
Wollman, dean of the College of
Arts and Sciences, that two
faculty members, David Stratman
and H. Gilman McCann not be
rehired. The two are appealing the
move to Wollman and President
Ferrel Heady.

I

Squish

Please send more information to
Namo

"
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The New Marantz 1060.
Now Marantz quality_
Isn't Expensive.
The exciting new $199.95 Marantz Model 1060 stereo console amplifier is craftsmanship and engineering excellence
at its best. With total reliability, the Marantz 1060 delivers
60 W;j tt<: mntinuous RMS into 8 ohm ~peakers from 20 Hz to
20,000 Hz, with less than 0.5% THD and frequency response
of ±0.5 dB. Professional features include: Two Front-Panel
Mic Inputs· Stepped, Three-Zone Tone Controls; S~parate
Preamp Outputs and Power Amp Inputs; Built-In Auto·
rna tic Protection for Output Circuitry and Associated Speak·
ers to provide years of trouble-free service; Gold-Anodized
Front PaneL
Hear for yourself the Model 1060-and all the Marantz
component family, with professional quality in every price

..

AFL-CIO Officializes Anti-Nixon Stand
Economy Cited as Primary Labor Gripe·

WASHINGTON (UPI)- The AFL·ClO news.
breach between President Nixon
And Andrew J. Biemiller, chief
and the AFL·CIO reached a new lobbyist for the AFL·CIO, said in
high Tuesday when the labor a radio interview sponsored by the
federation made it official that it federation that "the labor
would oppose Nixon's re-election movement will be out working
bid this year, regardless of who very hard to elect a new president
the Democrats nominate.
of the United States. There's no
This marked the first time that question on that score.
the 13.6 million member
.. Overall, we think the
AFL·CIO had said outright that it President is not doing a very good
would try to help beat Nixon for job on the economy, and that is
a second term, althollgh its whyyoufindthelabormovement
previous official statements had opposing the President.'' Biemiller
made it clear the federation would said.
again support the Democratic
Nixon has made a concerted
presidential ticket this year.
effort in his three years in office
"The AFL·CIO has set as its to woo labor leaders to support
primary political goal in 1972 the him, but he has struck out on·
defeat of Richard Nixon's bid for almost every front except witb
re-election," Alexander E. Barkan, the two million member
who directs political and Teamsters Union, largest in the
campaign fund raising and nation, and which is not a
dispensing for the federation, member of the AFL·CIO.
,,,rote itl the CUi'[l?ri~ issue: uf the
AFirCIO Preshknt George

BYU Looms as Team to Beat
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COFFEE

Now you can buy any Marantz stereo component and save
up to $60.00 on a pair of superlative Marantz Imperial
details,
speaker systems! Ask for

0

~9:00
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GET A GOOD NICKEL CUP OF COFFEE
AND YOUR FAVORITE McDONALD15

Jan. 28 - UNM basketball team
hosts Arizona State University,
University Arena, 7:30p.m.
Jan. 28- UNM freshman
basketball team hosts Yavapai
Junior College, University Arena,
5:45p.m.
Jan. 28- UNM gymnastics
team at UCLA Classic
Jan. 28-29 - UNM wrestling
team at MIW A Tournament,
Gunnison, Colo.
Jan. 29 - UNM basketball team
hosts University of Arizona,
University Arena, 7:30p.m.
~, ...... Jan •._ 29. :- . UNM. ~reshman
basketball team hosts Yavapai
Junior College, University Arena,
5:45p.m.
Jan. 29- UNM gymnastics
team at Cal. St. - Fullerton
Jan. 29- UNM track team
hosts indoor track meet with
Arizona and Texas-El Paso,
Tingley Coliseum, 1:30 p.m.

McDONALD'S IS THE BEST THING
YOU HAVE GOING FOR YOU!

Md's

ilMc~on1~ .•

• lOMAS AT SAN PEDRO

e

MENAUL AT SAN PEDRO

e CANDElARIA AT f:UBANK
e 5324 4TH STREeT N.W.

Coloriil!;' ::nul

,,

* * *

Final s~ore: New Mexico 21 - Adams
State lB. New Mexico players Jistl)d
first: 1:).8- Glenn Woelk dec. by Dale
Kessel 5-0; 126- David Romero dec.
by Guy Mock 7·5; 134- Roy DeVore
dec, Mike Childers 8-3; 142- Mike
Leibee dec, by Doug Moses 5-3; t50Bob Kelly dec. Ron MJ:rusbima 2-l. i
158- Don Jackson dec. by Ken
T!<lllor 9·0· 167- Bill Mayer dec. BQb
Henee 8-6:'t 77- Dave. Goodier pinned
Mike Ben:y 3:05; 190- Bruce Davis
pinned by Chuck Je11n O: 55; FlwtMilton Seals _pinnPrt Ancly Pnyim~n
6:05.

'

Hand Crafted :Jewelry
Gold and Sterling
CABOCHO;><S
1-'ACET!!.D STONES, MINERALS

B & B LAPIDARY
328 SAN FILTPE XW

24-7-2513
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9 am to 1:30 pm
Quick Service at the right price
•

Newman Center

1815 Las Lomas

.................... .
(@uttrt~rn

Kosher &
Italian Sandwiches
Steaks
BBQ Ribs

FRESHMEN
-here is your chance for a SMALL class.

(and your
favorite drinhs)
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UOMPLETE
DARKROOM
SUPPLIES AT
THRIFTY VALUES! ·

Hair Desigus for J)leu
R.q';ubr H11ii" CUI'!

Paul Stovall of Arizona State
(who visit UNM this Friday night)
is second in rebounding with 14.0.
New Mexico's Tommy Roberts
is in third place in free throw
percentage, averaging .842 in the
WAC. Wyoming's Franklin Irvin
has hit .920 of his free throws to
lead the WAC. Lobo Darryl
Minniefield is second only to
BYU's Belmont Anderson in field
goal ·percentage. Anderson is at
.737, while Minniefield has hit
.614.

That's the best WAC teams
have fared since 1965-66, when
they won 7 4. 5 per cent of their
non-WAC games. (They currently
average 69.3 per cent.)
Brigham Young is still atop the
conference, both in WAC play and
in overall record, The Cougars
(12·2, 3·0 in WAC), who are led
by 6·11 Kresimir Cosic, also lead
in team offense, scoring margin,
field goal and rebound percentage.
Cosic is the third leading scorer
in the league, and at 21.0 is
behind teammate Bernie Fryer
( 2 3.3) and Arizona's hot Jim
Huckestein (24.8). Cosic also
leads all players in average
rebounds a game, pulling down
16.3.

DON'T FIGHT IT•.

ASUNM has vacancies on
several committees including
Popular Entertainment,
Publications Board and Student
Mfairs among others.
If interested in applying for one
of these vacancies contact the
ASUNM secretary in room 248 of
the Union.

E~pctt Str.ti~hting

§ports

Calendar

'.I

McDonald·s

SANDWICH AND DELICIOUS FRENCH-FRIES

gc 6

I

ASUNM Vacancies

SPECIAL MONEY-SAVING
MARANTZ SPEAKER BONUS:

ij' ij 6'"6 (j

In the week ending Jan. 22,
WAC basketball teams had a
perfect 9·0 mark against non·WAC
foes. Their intersectional total is
now 61·27.

i I
j

Meany normally doesn't take sides
in the presidential race until nfter
the Democrats and Republicans
have nominated their candidates.
Closing out the option this early
on Nixon pointed up the depth of
the break between the President
and the AFL·CIO.
The commitment to oppose
Nixonvirtual\yputstheAFL·CIO
into the Democratic camp
automatically, since labor has
shown no indications of
supporting any third party
movement.
The AFL·CIO plans to remain
ne\ltral between the various
candidates for the Democratic
nomination and let the party
convention make its selection.
However, the labor federation
planstoputonadrivetobaveas
big a voice as possible in selection
of delegates to the nominating
·convention tP make sure workers
areBarkan,
represented.director of the
AFL·C'IO Committee on Political
Education (COPE), said defeat of
Nixon is only half the job, and
that workers must ensure election
of a "friendly congress which can
work with a progressive president
to meet the mounting ptoblems
that confront our nation."

St.), and was pinned at 0:65 of
the match to give ASC the lead_.
But Seal!;' pin on heavyweight
Andy Poyjman at 6:05 of the
final match brought the Lobos
from an 18·15 deficit to one of
their bigger wins of the season.
Seaffi was leading his opponent 6·3
at the time of the pin.
Head coach Ron Jacobsen's
Lobos are now 8·2·1 on the
season. After the win over Adams
State, the Lobos will travel to
Gunnison, Colo., for the MIWA
To\lrnament.
.
.
WAC competition in wrestling
has opened ;;;;nd will be concluded
in late March with the WAC
wrestling championships,

LUNCHES

Arlington, Texas.

1·Y~ar Diploma. 2·Year Associate ol Ans Degree. New, Modern facilities • Dormitories.
Swimming pools, complete work·study-social program, exceptionally effective placement
service. Classes start September and January. An accredited school by NATIS. An eligi·
ble institution under the federallv Insured Student loan Program.

142-pound match-up. Moses
scored four points on two
takedowns and one escape. Leibee
,scored his three points on one
e.scape and a reverse.
UNM's Bob Kelly won the
150-pou nd rna tch over Ron
Mizushima 2·1 in the closest and
roughest match of the meet. Kelly
scored one point on an escape and
another on a penalty point on
Mizushima for stalling. Mizusbima
scored hi$ point on an escape
from Kelly.
UNM's Don Jackson and ASC'~
Ken Taylor fought through two
.scoreless periods before the match
broke open in the third. Taylor
won the match, 9·0, on two near
falls and a reverse. He also was
awarded a point for riding time.
Bill Mayer in the 167-pound
class brought the Lobos within
striking distance of Adams State
with an 8·6 win over Bob Renee.
The stout Henee had Mayer in a
predicament, but Mayer's last
period reversal and an illegal
holding penalty on Renee secured
the victory.
Lobo freshman Dave Goodier
achieved the first pin of the
evening, downing Mike Berry at
3:05 of the 177-pound match;
Goodier had been leading 2·0
when he pinned Berry,
Highly regarded Bruce David
Phot<o by Chuck Feil
(190) paid for the one mistake he
UNM Lobo wrestler Bill MllyeJ: is shown working on made against twice NCAA champ.
Adams State opponent Bob Renee in a match that brought Chuck Jean (a transfer from Iow!l
the Lobos within striking distance of the previollsly
unbeaten Adams St. team. Mayer, also pictured on the
Daily who's front page for today, won the match 8·6 over
Mayer. Later, referee Jerry Long pounded the rnat for the
third time as heavyweight Milton Seals, a freshman thb
year for UNM, pinned Adams State's Andy Poyjman to
give the Lobos a 21·18 win.

UNM's first win was by Roy
DeVore as he beat ASC's Mike
Childers 8-3. DeVore scored four
big points on two takedowns, two
points on two escapes and two
The 126-pound ma tch•up' points on a predicament,
pitted the Lobos' David Romero
With ASC leading 9•3 in total
against ASC's Guy Mock. Mock
won by decision, 7·5, getting two team points, Doug Moses
points on two escapes, four point& · decisioned the Lobo's Mike
on two talcedowns and one point Leibee 5·3 in a hard fought match
won in the late stages of the
riding time,

matman got one point on an
escape and four points on two
predicaments to win the 118
pouud class.

............ ......
,..

G.S. 102 Freshman Reading Seminar [3]
Broad general reading and class discussion for freshmen,
with senior honors students acting as discussion leaders under faculty direction.
These 3-hour seminars, limited to 10 students eachJ are open to all
freshmen. They will fulfill part of the course requirement for students
who later enroll in the General Honors Program.
There are a few openings left in some of the ten sections offered.
You can late register for one of these seminars at the Honors Center
(SW corner, Zimmerman Library) , where the schedule is available.

FURR'S ~~BIG VALUE"
FAMILY CENTER

S[Jrrmlt:lug zu
-THF. NAT!ll~AL GUT
•~"~'""

far appointment
can ass-3279
107 Washington S.E.

UENTRi\Jj &St\N PEDRO S.E.

'l~lt•phnm· !!:.J.:-\2i9
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Architecture Students Gain

LExperience Through Work

CAMPUS BRIEF§
Senate Meets
controls on the committee's
The first ASUNM Senate operation and introduction of
meeting of the semester will take other new legislation,
UFWOC Meeting
place tonight in room 250·A of
the Union,
The local chapter of the
Ken White, president of UFWOC (United Farmworkers
ASUNM, will present to the Organizing Committee) will hold
Senate his "State of the Campus," its meeting Wednesday at 7:30
address.
p.m. at Chicano Studies.
Beginning at 7 the only
business expected to be brought
Schedule Changes
before the body, will be the ad - Anthro 315 001 R. Nilton TT
hoc committee report on the 11-12:15 MH 121
.Popular Entertainment
Anthro 315 002 H. Paymella
Committee (PEC) legislation Tl' 3:30-4:45 MH 115
designed to impose stricter
Am. Studies 302 001

CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISING

RATES: 7c per word, 20 word mini·
mum ($1.40) per time run. If ad is to
run five or more consecutive days w!th
no changes the rate is reduced to 5c
per word and the minimum number of
worda to 10, .

WHERE; Journalism Building, Room
205, afternoons preferably or mall.
Classified Advertt.lnlr
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
TERMS: Payment must be made In full priol' to insertion of advertisement

1)

PERSONALS

5)

THIS SATURDAY IN CONCERT-John
Denver-with Fat City, Advance tickets
$3,60 from Uncle Sam's Dept. Store, 111
Harvard, 1/28
AGORA-is going back on regular schedule
for second semester. 24 hours, no I.D., no
money necessary. NW col'ner Mesa Vista
Hall. 277-3013 tfn
EXPERIENCE A HIGH IN LEATHER:
Pants, jackets, belts, wallets, hats, bags,
knapsacks. Upstairs at THE LEATHER·
BACK TURTLE, 2933 Monte Vista NE
(behind Triangle Bar) Tfn

2)

LOST & FOUND

$10.00 REWARD-Black Wallet-Eagleboy.
No questions. Phone 266-4039 please. 2/1

3) SERVICES
PHOTOGRAPHY COURSE- Indivldualiz·
ed instruction In photo fundamentals, or
tailored to your present leveL Taught by
serious professional. Use of my excellent
darkroom for heavy practice. Lectures,
discussions, arguments, field trips, criti•
ques. Limited to eight serious students.
Near UNM. Call 265·2444. 11/28
PROBLEM: Car using more gas lately?
SOLUTION: Rebuild your. carburetor w/
Hi-Altitude jets-plus tune-up. All work
guaranteed. Minimum $20.00. Call 296·
8376, 7-10 a,m, 5•10 p.m_._1.:../_28_ __
PASSPORT, IMMIGRATION, INDENTIFICATION photo. Fast, lnexpC'IIsive,
pleasing. Near UNM. Call 265-2444 or
come to 1717 Girard Blvd. NE. 1/28
HAS YOUR 10-BPEED got the blues 7 10speed tune ups $15. THE BIKE SHOP,
823 Yale SE. 842·9100, 2/4
GROUP TAOS SKI TRIPS, $3G.OO includes
Jodglmc, transportation & diacounts. 2825405. 3/9.
TYPING-FAST-ACCURATE. 50¢ page.
296-4063. 1/27.
FINE OLD FASHIONED PORTRAIT
PHOTOGRAPHY. Family, Chlldt'en.
Andrea West. 282·5894. 2/3.
TYPING. IBM with carbon ribbon. 12
years experience. Dissertations a specialty, 298-3804. 1/27.
LIFE-STYLE PHOTO-PORTRAITS In
your natural habitat. Call Paul Wilson
at 898-4064 or 266-2026, 1/27;.:•_ _ __
OVERSEAS JOBS FOR STUDENTS. Austrailln, Europe, S. America, Africa etc.
All professions and occupations. $700 to
$3,000 monthly. Expenses paid, overtime,
slghlseelng, Free information. Write,
Jobs Overseas, Dept. KO, Box 15071, San
Diego, CA. 92115. 2/3.
READING IMPROVEMENT COURSE
(Adults/Children) $15.00. Fursto Mem•
ory Training Course, $15,00. Make sen•
slble gifts. 344·4849. 1/26
5)

FOR SALE

CHEVY VAN-1961. New engine installed
December, Body in good shape too. Too
good to lnst long, Call 266-2616 after a
pm. 2/1
SCHWINN 10-speed with lock and thornproof tires. $100. Bern_!_e_l;l~ -~42-9004, 2/1
THE LEATHERBACK TURTLE ••• your
organic haberdasher has pants that fit
where others leave off. Upstairs at 2983
Monte Vista NE. (Behind the Triangle
Dar). Tfn
CAMERAS, 2 ca. SRT 101, normal, wide,
telc. lenses, case, C-3, 180 mm, 35,-2JA,
5x7, enlargers, Print washer(big), much
more. Ken. 268-4537. 1/27.
WE HAVE BLUE JEAN DELLS, $8.00.
Lobo Men's Shop, 2120 Central SE.
HAND·MADE LEATHER PANTS. Custom, Reasonnble price. Experienced, 28Z..
5894.2/3.
LEVI BUSH JEANS at $10. Now available
in green & tan at Lobo Men's Shop,
2120 Central SE.
MARTIN GUITARs-New shipment just
arrived. KING MUSIC, 7017 Menaul NE
1/28
NEW 10-SPEEDS. Great selection. TradeIns welcome. THE BIKE SHOP 823 Yale
SE, 842-9100. 2/4.
NEW 1971 SINGER SEWING MA·
CHINES equipped to do most anything, $49.95, Cash or Terms, Open 7
days a week. United Freight Salce, 3920
San Mateo NE. tfn.
KASTLE 205s with Marker Bindings
Lange Boots, size 8¥.1. Darrecrafter poles.
Used 1 season. Original Cost $285. Sell
for $150, See McDonald at Journalism
6)

EMPLOYMEN1'

COLLEGE STUDENT TO REPRESENT
LOCAL FffiM IN MARKETING new
Product developed by the National Aeron•
autics & Space Administration, Introduce
fellow students & friends to an adventure
In the "World of Sound." Eam top $$.
_EaUMr. Ashley 268-3766._.-'2/_1_ _ __
BABYSITTER WANTED. Two chlldren,
My home. Own transportation only. 2683508. 1/27

7l

MISCELLANEOUS

ENROLL NOW 1 Accredited Bible Courses.
Christian Student Center, 130 Girard NE.
265-4312. 2/4.
PHOTOGRAPHY CLASSES. Beginning,
Intermediate, Advanced, Ask for Andrea
West. Experienced. 282-58P ~. 2/3.

Nilson-Sando TT 7·8:45 p.m. MH
116
Am. Studies 302 002 E. Napp
W 7·10 p.m. Anthro 176
Eng 280 013 P, Brown TT
2-3:15 MH 115

With the help of a new course
called "Internship" architecture
students at UNM are getting a
taste of what they will be facing
upon graduation when they enter
the job market,

Christian Science Meeting

And this course, which actually
takes the class away from the
confines of the campus classroom,
seems to be meeting with approval
from the UNM architecture
department, Albuquerque area
architects and the students
involved.
Don Schlegel, chairman of the
UNM architecture department,
explained reasons for this class.
Until it came into being a
student could conceivably, and in
many cases actually was, awarded
a degree in architecture without
having worked or set foot in an
architect's office~ he said.
In such cases a student had to
decide whether he wanted to
become an architect without
knowing exactly what architects
do, Schlegel said.
Thus, "Internship," which can
be taken from the third year of
schooling on, was created.
'
It offers four semester hours of
credit and requires that students
work an equivalent of eight
40·hour weeks in the office of an
architect, engineering consultant,
building contractor or a planning
agency.
·
•
"Also, jobs both during school
and after graduation are not easy
to come by," Schlegel said. "One
of the best things a student can
have going for him when applying
for one uf tht::st: ::;caret: jobs is
some previous job experience.''
Still another call for such a
work-study program has come
from the offices of many local·
practicing architects.
Architect John Varsa, of
Wendell-Varsa & Associates, says
of t.he "Internship" course,

The Christian Science
Organization will begin meeting·
Thursday, 5:30 p.m. in room 230
of the Union.

Dames Club
UNM Dames Club will meet
Feb. 1, 7:30-9:30 p.m. at 820
Muriel, N.E. There will be an
interior decorating demonstration.

Kaufman
Walter Kaufman will make a
series of appearanc~s Thursday
and Friday. 2 p.m. Thursday will
be "Nietzsche: His relevance
Today," at 8 p.m. "The Fear of
Freedom." On Friday he will read
his poetry at 3 p.m. and at 8 he
will give a lecture on "The Need
for Alienation." All four events
will be held in the Kiva.

Garlic Fights DDT!
AFS-Two researchers at the
Bhabha Atomic Research Center
in Bombay, India report that they
have isolated and made
synthetically two chemicals from
gar lie that could be harmless
substitutes for DDT in the battle
against mosquitos.
They report the two chemicals
were 100 per cent effective in the
laboratory in killing the larvae, or
eggs, of a common mosquito.
Because the chemicals are
extracted from garlic, they claim,
they should be ~armless to higher
animals, in contrast to the
toxicity ascribed to DDT.

Calling U
Wednesday, February 26,1972
Continuing Education; Union
Theater; 9:30a.m. ·12 noon.
Union Board; Union Ballroom> 12
noon-5 p.m.
Panhellenic CoWlcil; Union room
230; 3-5: 30 p.m.
ASUNM Senate; Union room
250A·E; 7·10 p.m.
Campus Gold; Union room 231·B;
7:30.10 p.m.
•
Delta Sigma Pi; 230 Union room;
7:30.10 p.m.
Mortar Board; Union room 23l·D:
7:30.10 p.m.
Mountaineering Club; Union room
231·E: 7:30.10 p.m.
Sandia Grotto: Union room 231·A;
7:30.9:30 p.m.
Alpha Phi Omega; Union room 253;
8-10 p.m.
Gay Liberation; Union room 231-C;
8-10 p.m.

"From the students' point of view
it's extremely important, if not
mandatory.
"This is because it gives the
students experience with some
very real conditions, as opposed
to antiseptic conditions.
"We made it a point to give the
student many different facets of
the office. The student got to
· inspect construction jobs and he
got to see how actual buildings go
together from a set of detailed
construction drawings.' •
John Reed, anothe1;
Albuquerque architect, said, ''I
haven't been overly excited about
people coming to my office for
jobs because they don't know
architecture.
"College really is to p1·epare
yourself to learn. When you get
on the job you start learning,"
said Reed, who indicated he's
often thought about going into
education.
Walter Gathman has been in the
education field, teaching at the
UNM architecture department
part-time since 1961, and he had
thoughts on the "Internship"
course.
Students in the office can learn
some of the more practical things
that sometimes you wouldQ't try
to teach in school, like actually
dimensioning a drawing, he said.
''And there are working
drawing techniques," he began.
"Sure you take courses in working
drawings in school, but it's kind
of like trying to learn a foreign
language in the classroom instead
of going to that foreign country
to learn it," Gathman added.

ANTONIO'S
Custom Tailor
Alterations of any kind

An Exciting Kindergarten

Headquarters
Leather, Vinyl &Blue Jeans

Albuquerque Pre-school

2314 Wisconsin N .E.

Cooperative

across from Hoffmantown
fo1' info call296-7020

Registration now open for
344-0389
fall semester

'Greatest
selection

DIAMONDS ARE FOREVER
FOREVER

(!~~;;;EVER
DIAMONDS
are for NOWJ

FOR SALE

STEREO COMPONENT SYSTEM includ·
fng AM·FM multiplex tuner, w/75 watts
oC music power. Full sized deluxe DSR
turntable w/4 svenker crool!-over sYstem.
$88.00, cash or terms,
UNITED
FREIGHT SALES, 3920 San Mateo NE.
Open seven days a week.
2 GOODRICH SNOW TIRES. Size 5.60/13
call 256-7938. Prof. Tomllns in Language
department. 2/1
KAWf..SAKJ, l20cc, 2,000 miles. $200 with
--..!!:.~Call Andrew. Phone 243·2112. 2/1
SUPER 8 MOVIE CAMERA. Easy to usc.
$40. 277-5366. 1/25
5!1 M.G.A. Completely rebuilt engine. Body
needs work. Make offer. Also voluminous
Morollan Durnoll8e camel and sheep, a
bargain at $60. Call 277-3447, Thursday,
2·3:15 only. 1/26
GOLDEN RETRIEVER PUPPY. A dog
:Cor those who enjoy the outdoors. AKC
...;_
registered, all shots. 268-6602.
TWIN BED FRAMES, $7.50 each. Apt.
size gas range, $45.00. GE WMher and
dryer, $35.00 each. 877·0733. 2/1
CROSS . COUNTRY SKIS. Donna 210,
Good Bargain. $30.00. 266-4467. 2/1
UNCLE SAM'S DEPARTMENT STORE,
Ill Harvard. Pl'a Coats, $15,95. Doole
bags in three styles from $1.60. Smoking
accessories. 2/1
NEW & USED MUSICAL INSTRU·
MENTS & RECORDS. Brothers Music.
1831 Central NW. 242-3745. 1/28.

___

Easiest

of terms

I

2312 CENTRAL SE

OPPOSITE YALE PARK

CLA§§KFKED
ADVER'"fi§KNG

University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106
RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)

5¢ per ward if same ad runs flve or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum {that's 10 words 5 times)
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement
CLASSIFICATIONS:

1. Personals

2. Lost & Found

5. For Sale

6. Employment

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

4. For Rent

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT ---TIMES STARTING---

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

Repair~ ~faintcnancc

on

<~ll

foreign cars

ENCLOSED$,_ _ __

fJoreign Car Specialis1s
333 Wvomintr Blvd.
265·5901
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